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ABSTRACT

Structural Analysis of CO 2 Leakage Through the Salt Wash and Little Grand Wash Faults

from Natural Reservoirs in the Colorado Plateau, Southeastern Utah

by

Anthony P. Williams, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2004

Major Prof essor: James P. Evans
Depatiment: Geology

The Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben in the Colorado Plateau
of southeastern Utah emit CO 2 gas from abandoned drillholes, springs, and a hydrocarbon
seep. Similar CO 2-charged water has also been emitted in the past, as shown by large
locali zed travertine deposits and veins along and near the fault trac es. Th e faults cut
natural CO 2 reservoirs and provide an excellent analog for geologic CO 2 sequestration.
The faults cut a north-plunging anticline of rocks consisting of si ltstones , shales, and
sandstones from the Permian Cutler Formation through the Cretaceous Mancos Shale.
The Little Grand Wash fault has 260 m of throw and the stratigraphic separation across
the Salt Wash Graben is 50 m. The fault rocks in the damage zone show hundreds of
fractures, which decrease in density farther away from the faults . In specific areas,
fractures with the presence of calcite mineralization indicate fluid migration and bleach
zones from a few millimeters to 30 cm . This is evidence of past fluid migration directly

Ill

associated with the fault zone. Calcite mineralization fills these fractures and is also
deposited in a variety of other bed forms. Foliated fault gouge, 5 to 20 cm thick, forms
clay smear structures with a scaly shear fabric in a zone l O to 15 cm thick is seen in the
fault core. The leakage is constrained to the footwalls of the no1ihernrnost faults
throughout the area. Clay-rich gouge structures should be effective ba1Tiers to cross-fault
flow . Well log, surface geologic, and geochemical data indicate that the CO 2 reservoirs
have been cut by the faults at depth, providing a conduit for the vertical migration of CO 2
to the surface, but not for horizontal flow across the fault plane. Even though lateral
cross-fault migration may be impeded, this study clearly indicates that there are possible
migration pathways for the escape of CO 2 from faulted subsurface aquifers, including
aquifers faulted by "low-permeability"

faults with clay gouge. Three-dimensional

flow

models show how the fault's maximum permeability in the damage zone is parallel to the
faults, and the leakage though the damage zone is localized near the fold axis of the
regional anticline. Direct dating of the clay in the fault gouge was done by ExxonMobil
with

40

Ar/ 39 Ar methods, indicating that fault movement occu1Ted between the middle

Eocene and the end of the Miocene. During this time, the Colorado Plateau is interpreted
to have been experiencing rapid uplift. The middle Jurassic, upper Jurassic, and
Cretaceous rocks at the surface have been uplifted approximately 1.8 km since the end of
the Eocene. This uplift may have influenced fault movement in the Colorado Plateau and
along the Little Grand Wash fault, and Salt Wash and Ten Mile Graben.

In evaluating

these deep aquifers for CO 2 sequestration, careful design and monitoring of the geological
structure and stress regimes must be considered to avoid leakage.
(94 Pages)
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INTRODUCTION

Field-based structural analyses of clay-rich fault zones can be used to help
constrain the geometry and properties of leaky subsurface aquifers and oil reservoirs .
Faults bound a variety of subsurface reservoirs and may act as conduits, barriers, or
combined conduit-barrier systems that enhance or impede fluid flow (Smith, 1980;
Randolph and Johnson, 1989; Scholz, 1990; Caine et al., 1996). The questions that this
field-based study examines include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Why and where might leakages occur and have they occurred in the past?
2. What is leaking : water, oil, and/or gas?
3. Where are the fluids coming from?
4. What is the effect of faults on the storage integrity of potential sequestration
reservoirs ?
5. What is the geoc hronology of the system?

Motivation

Field-based studies ofreservoir-scale, clay-rich faults are few (Aydin and
Yehuda, 2002). The above questions are addressed in this study by examining three fault
systems located in the northwestern region of the Paradox Basin in southern Utah, in the
Colorado Plateau (Fig . 1). The Little Grand Wash fault, the Salt Wash fault system, and
the Ten Mile fault system cut rocks that contain water, oil, and carbon dioxide. These
systems may provide insight to the geometry and properties of leaky subsurface aquifers
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and oil reservoirs. Two of the three systems, the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt
Wash fault system, appear to fail to constrain these fluids (Baer and Rigby, 1978;
Doelling, 1994) . Past fluid flow is evidenced by numerous tufa/travertine and carbonate
vein mineralizations localized along the fault traces (Baer and Rigby, 1978; Heath, 2004) .
Today, an oil seep , gas seeps, geysers , and springs near the faults leak carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere. Geysers, oil , and gas seeps have been reported in the area as earl y
as 1912 (Anonymous , 1912) and the travertine terraces near Crystal Geyser were
document ed as far back as 1867 (Powell, 1875) . These faults are systems that presently
cannot cont ain fluids and clearl y have failed to do so in the past. This site provides an
excellent opportunity to study clay-rich leaky faults.
The second motivation of this research is to examine a natural laboratory that can
be used to study CO 2 sequestration . Due to the amount of CO 2 escaping, this area also
provides a unique opportunity to study the impact of faults in CO 2 reservoirs.

Hundr eds

of scientists across the world have participated in the study of the effects on the climate
of increasing CO 2 in our atmosphere (Pearce et al., 1996; IPCC, 2001 ). Their studies
have shown that the global average surface temperature has increased since 1861. 1n the
past 140 years the increase has been 0.6 ± 0.2°C (Fig . 2).

It is suggested that the

temperature increase in the 20 th century is likely (66-90% probability) to have been the
largest of any century during the past 1,000 years (Fig. 2 b ). Increasing concentrations of
CO 2 and other greenhouse gases tend to warm the Earth's lower atmosphere (Pearce et
al., 1996; IPCC, 2001 ). Carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide concentrations have
all increased in the past 100 years (Fig. 3).

This change in climate can result from

anthropogenic internal variability within the climate system, and from external factors.
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It is widely accepted that during the 21 st century, the dominant influence on the
trends in atmospheric CO 2 concentration will be from the burning of fossil fuels.
One possibility for reducing carbon dioxide emissions is to dispose of excess CO 2
underground in geologic reservoirs (Pearce et al., 1996). CO 2 can be pumped into a
variety of geological reservoirs and when the CO2 remains in the formation, it is referred

6

to as CO 2 sequestration. Pilot studies of injecting CO 2 into a deep aquifer include the
Sleipner CO 2 project in the North Sea and the Weybum study of a depleted oil reservoir
(Gale, 2002).

Rationale

CO 2 sequestration implications
Currently, there are extensive governmental research programs on geologic
storage of carbon dioxide in the U.S ., Canada, Japan, and Europe. In addition to
governmental support, there are major industry projects undef\Vay in Australia and the
U.S ., and there is also support from the multi-company Carbon Capture Project led by
BP, Inc. (Gale, 2002). These research programs aim to build a scientific understanding of
CO 2 capture while they increase the understanding of the effects of geologic storage. It is
important that this research address all the issues and concerns relating to geologic
storage of CO 2 so it can achieve general recognition as a global mitigation option (Gale,
2002). The study of natural occurrences of CO 2 assists in this goal. Natural CO 2 fields
are potential analogs of CO 2 disposal and storage that can provide useful infomiation of
the behavior of CO 2 in subsurface reservoirs (Pearce et al., 1996). There are numerous
natural CO 2-dominated gas reservoirs that have been discovered as a result of petroleum
exploration in the greater Colorado Plateau and the Rocky Mountain region (Fig. 4).

Fault sealing integrity
Some of these CO 2 reservoirs have been cut by faults that appear to create flow
paths for CO 2 and other fluids to escape . The Little Grand Wash and Salt Wash faults cut
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CO 2 -charged reservoirs, and it is these structures that are the focus of this research.
To begin to understand these structures, one must first consider the primary
components of fault zone deformation. Caine et al. (1996) recognize these components
as fault core, damage zone, and protolith. They define the fault core as the structural,
lithologic, and morphologic portion of a fault zone where most of the displacement is
accommodated. They further define a damage zone as the network of subsidiary
structures that bound the fault core and may enhance fault zone permeability related to
the core and the undeformed protolith. They describe the protolith as the sunounding
county rock where fault-related permeability structures are absent.
These primary components and other factors influence whether faults act as
barriers or conduits to the flow of fluids (Caine et al., 1996), or they may act as a mixed
baITier-conduit system. Some of the other factors discussed by Caine et al. ( 1996) that
influence the behavior of a fault and can play a major role in fault zone integrity, include,
but are not limited to: unconsolidated clay-1ich gouge in the fault core, the amount of
fractures in the fault zone, the connectivity of the fractures, the presence and amount of
mineralization in the fractures, and the permeability and thickness changes, both down
dip and along strike, of the rocks that are cut by the fault (Caine and Forster, 1999). This
field-based study explores the above elements associated with faults, and also reviews
regional structures that may influence fault zone permeability.
There are fauit-induced fractures near the Little Grand Wash fault, the Salt Wash
fault system, and the Ten Mile fault system. They likely contribute to the gas leakage of
the area, but do not completely explain the location of this leakage. These localized
fractures are associated with aii three fault systems; however, leakage is oniy seen in

9

areas of the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash fault zones. Rocks in the damage
zones of these faults clearly show leakage. Many fractures are filled with mineral
deposits and/or rocks are also bleached near the fractures.
Fault zone permeability in outcrop is also important to consider in terms of sealed
or leaky faults. The reduction of pore space through granulation and the presence of clay
or shale in the fault zones are two major mechanisms that are proposed to explain the
relatively low permeability of faults (Aydin and Yehuda , 2002). In faulted sandstone
reservoirs, fault rocks tend to exhibit reduced permeability in comparison to the host
rocks. This is a result of denser grain packing, clay-eruiched fault gouge, clay/shale
smear and occasionally cataclasis and/or cementation (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994;
Shipton et al., 2002 ; Helgesen and Vold , 2003). Faulting in granular media can cause
cataclasis and changes in porosity (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994). These processes may
affect the quality of porous media and, in multiphase flow, can cause
compartmentalization and fault sealing (Nelson, 1985; Hardman and Booth, 1991).
Compartmentalization of juxtaposed porous reservoirs caused by fault sealing has been
recognized in the Gulf Coast (Smith, 1980), in the Niger Delta (Weber and Daukoru,
1975; Seeburger et al., 1991), in California, and in Central Sumatra (Harding and
Tuminas, 1988). Clay smearing is the mechanism thought to explain this process (Smith,
1966, 1980; Downey, 1984; Watts, 1987; Bouvier et al., 1989).
The occurrence of shale in subsurface fault zones is common (Aydin and Yehuda,
2002). This infom1ation is largely obtained from gamma-ray and dipmeter logs. Core
recovery of clay-rich faults studied by Aydin and Yehuda (2002) is very poor, and the
resolution of seismic data is not high enough to reveal fault zone architecture and its

10
content. However, Aydin and Yehuda (2002) did find that well tests largely from
gamma-ray and dipmeter logs , together with seismic data and well logs, show that clayrich faults have relatively low permeability, thereby providing lateral seals for fluids .
Furthermore, there is evidence that flow parallel to the shale-bearing fault zones does
occur (Weber et al., 1978) and that some faults may leak laterally (Perkins , 1961; Smith,
1966) . These problems have necessitated field studies of the geometry and distribution of
shale bodies along fault zones in structural analogs, and the mechanisms of their
emplacement (Weber et al., 1978; Gibson, 1994; Weber, 1997; Aydin and Yehuda ,
2002).
Previous work done in the area studied in this thesis does not address the
relationship betw een sealing capabilities and the integrity of these faults. It is important
to understand the sealing characteristics and structure of shale-rich faults for a variety of
oil and gas reservoir production models. It is essential to understand fluid flow through
and around faults to predict subsurface flow from possible reservoirs.

These faults

provide a unique opportunity to study a natural carbon dioxide-charged reservoir that has
failed. This also is very important for examining the problems associated with CO 2
sequestration due to the unique leaky nature of the faults.

Objectives

The purpose of this study is to determine the lithology, fault characteristics, and
fault geometry that influence the flow of fluids along and around the Little Grand Wash
fault, the Salt Wash fault system, and Ten Mile fault system/. The specific objectives of
, 1
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and at 1:6,000 where evidence of fault failure is most abundant; 2) collect and collate
drillhole data; 3) create a lithologic column for the area; 4) draw a cross section for each
of the faults; 5) attempt to date the age of the faulting and carbonate deposits along them;
6) develop timing relationships between faults, mineral deposits and the regional
anticline; and 7) develop a 3-D conceptual model of the reservoir-flow system.
These objectives were met by performing a field-based study of the Little Grand
Wash fault, the Salt Wash fault system, and Ten Mile fault system. This study addresses
these objectives, which can help the understanding of effects that CO 2 sequestration may
have in faulted subsurface aquifers.

12
GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Previous work in the area shows that the Colorado Plateau and Four Comers
region of the western United States contains at least nine producing or abandoned CO2
fields with over 28 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of CO2 gas in place (Allis et al., 2000). Some
of this CO 2 gas has actively been produced from hydrocarbon and CO 2 fields (e.g., the
Lisbon and McElmo Dome fields) (Fig . 4) within the Paradox Basin (Allis et al., 2000).
These CO 2 gas fields lie beneath rocks that have a gentle regional dip to the north and are
superimposed by local structural features (McKnight, 1940). The Little Grand Wash
fault, the Salt Wash fault system, and the Ten Mile fault system are part of a WNW
trending set of 70- to 90°-dipping normal faults in the region (Fig. 5). Some of these
structures fail to seal fluid flow as shown by gas and oil seeps , springs and mineral
deposits (McKnight, 1940; Baer and Rigby, 1978; Doelling, 1994 ). This study addresses
these regional structures. The area has been subject to numerous tectonic loads,
including Cretaceous (early Tertiary) repeated salt movement, Tertiary intrusive igneous
activity, burial, uplift, and is currently under NNE extension (Davatzes et al., 2003;
Reinecker et al., 2004).

Springs

A series of carbonate deposits found by active and inactive springs, and an active
COrcharged geyser are localized along a 2-km section of the Little Grand Wash fault
zone (Baer and Rigby, 1978; Campbell and Baer, 1978; Doelling, 1994). The Salt Wash
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Carbonate Deposits

Calcite deposits with a variety of textures are located in and near the damage
zones of both faults (Heath, 2004; Shipton et al., 2004). Brilliant layered, fibrous, and
impure white veins are present in all calcite-rich areas (Fig. 6). These veins have
thicknesses varying from a few millimeters to a few meters, ·and in one location alone the
Salt Wash fault veins extend for lateral distances of up to 90 m from the fault. Globular
calcite and tufa deposits are commonly integrated with the veins. Textures that appear to
be sub-aerial rimstone are found at active depositional areas. Rimstone texture is also
seen in ancient inactive deposits. The mineralization is layered. The color is variable
throughout these deposits, and is generally white or white with light shades of yellow,
orange, red, brown, green and gray . A detailed textural and isotopic analysis of these
deposits is presented in Dockrill et al. (in review) .

Stratigraphy

Subsurface rocks
Formations cut by the faults in the subsurface range from the Permian Cutler
Formation to the Jurassic Carmel Fom1ation. These rocks do not outcrop anywhere in the
field area, and therefore their surface expressions are not described.

Surface rocks
The depositional environment of the surface rocks includes broad floodplains with
occasional lakes and ponds, lacustrine mudstone, sporadic channel-point bar deposits,

a)

b)

C)

d)

hgurc 6 Calcite deposits round al d11iercn1 locations 111the field :irca. a) r·ra\c rti1w terraces actively being
deposited h) \\ atcrs rrnm the Cr: s;tal Cc) -;er. h) Suh hnn/Ontal \·c111-,that ,tppc:ll' to h:l\ c hccn deposited from p:ht
rluid rl<)\\ (Cr)-,tal Geyser area). c) 1'11ernmkrn da) deposit (lci"tl 1s cross cuttlllg past dq10-;1ts (righ t ) (Crystal
C,cyscr area). d) Stalactite structure" tkpo:--.1ted111till' ,01tls ,, 1th1n the c,tk:tc mounds (S,ilt \\'ash north rault). c)
Chaotic c:ilutc \Cills that cornpletL'I: nhlitc1atc thL'.pn:e\1'itlllg host rnck :lilt! i'ault strncturc:--.(l,11tlc Cir:mtl \\/ash
lault) I l Weathered calcite \Cills th:11-.,hm, :1h()\ \\(lik pattern tL1ttk Cirand Wash fault). g) (,lohula, \lructurc-,
that 111a\:ilso !'mm 111suh aerial L'a\L'l'll',(l,1ttlc (;rand \\:1"h l:1ultl.
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simple well logs. A summary of these logs can be seen in Table 1. The wells show the
tops of some of the formations in the subsurface of the field area. Geologic
investigations of these boreholes, combined with detailed surface mapping, have
provided clues to the relationship between these formations and the faults that cut them.
The rocks cut by the faults along their surface traces range from the Jurassic
Entrada Sandstone through the Cretaceous Mancos Shale. This section includes brief
descriptions of these formations observed in the field, both in this study and by many
others (Doelling, 1975; Trimble and Doelling, 1978; Petersen and Roylance, 1982;
Johnson , 1988; Peterson , 1988; Peterson and Turner-Peterson, 1989; O' Sullivan , 1992;
Vrolijk et al., 2005).

Middle Jurassic Curtis and Entrada Formations
The Jurassic Entrada Sandstone is primarily composed ofred, fine-grained, silty
sandstone, which has distinct massive bedding. It weathers into rounded mounds and
slick slopes with medium-grained and coarse-grained cross-beds . The Entrada has a
varying thickness of 59 to 164 m (Fig. 7) and a total average thickness of 112 m (Table 2)
are seen in the wells across the area.
The Jurassic Curtis Fonnation lies conformably above the Entrada and is
comprised of sandstones, siltstones, and shales. The base of the unit is mostly resistant,
fine- to medium-grained sandstone . In many places an interval of interbedded sandstone
and siltstone lies beneath the resistant sandstone, but locally may be absent. The upper
section of the Curtis Formation is less resistant than the lower, slope-forming base and
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Table 1 Data compiled from well logs available in the field area (depths are in feet).
Well Number

Well Name

Date completed

Total Depth (ft.)

Formation at T .D.

Summar,

of Oil and Gas shows (ft.)

Emery County
111

Super ior Oil Co. no . 14-24 Grand Fault Unit

May-61

10,608

Lynch Dolomite (Cambrian)

Gas show in Pardox Fm . 6947-7014 and 9412 -8454

112

Skyline Oil Co. no . 1 Green River Unit

May-65

9,621

Lead ville Ls. (Mississippian)

Gauged 15 mcfpd rate from Paradox Fm . 7017-7080

113

Cal iforn ia-Utah Oil Co . no.1

Dec-1899

1,600

Probably Morrison Fm. (Jurassic\

30ft. Probablv Morrison Fm. Gas flared at 1100ft.

114

Amax Petroleum no. 9-7 Green River Desert Unit

Jan-64

8,991

Leadville Ls. (M1ssissiPPian\

115

Tex as Eastern Transmissio n no. 1 Fed

Nov-57

8,490

Leadv ille Ls. (MississiPPian \

None
Local oil saturation and bleeding gas from cores of post salt
Hermosa Group, 5322-5327, 5821 -5874 and 6 117-6177

116

Equ ity Oil Co . no. 1 qov't
American Metals Climax/Sinclair O.&G . no. 29-4 Nine MileGov't

Feb-52

6,201

Leadvi lle Ls. (Mississippian)

None

117

Dec-61

6,201

Paradox Fm (Pennsylvanian)

None

118

Whienant no. 1

Sep-43

435

Morrison Fm. (Ju rassic)

None

Grand Countv
119

Bamberoer and Mills no. 1

Mar-OS

1,000

Morrison Fm. (Jurassic)

1110

Glen Ruby et al. no . 1-x

Jun-36

2,627

Kiabab Ls . (Permian)

1)11

Marland Oil Co . Culbertson no . 1

Sep-26

3,820

Elephant Canyon Fm. (Permian)

1112

Cresce nt Drillinq Co. no. 1

Oct-13

2,100

Entrada Fm. (Jurassic)

None.
Minor shows. Well erupts ca rbon dioxide and water (see
text)
Oil show 400 (Morrison): gas show 1500-1530
(Navajo/Kay en ta); oil show 2396 , oil show 3060-3070
(White Rim\; oas show 3170-3180 (White Rim\ 83% CO2
Gas show at 850 (top of Dakota Ss.) 976 (Morrison Fm.)
and 1980

1113

Shell Oil Co . no. 1-26 Federal

Jul-69

11,895

Pinker1on Trail Fm. (Pennsylvanian\

Minor qas shows in Honker Tra il and Paradox Formations

1114

Crescent Drillinq Co. no. 2

Mar -OS

1,600

Morrison Fm . (Jurassic)

~15

Amerada Petroleum Corp. Green River no. 1

Jan-49

5,645

Paradox Fm. (Pennsylvanian)

Gas show at 350 ft., died
Tempor ary now of gas ; condensate and salt water at T. 0 .
(see text)

1116

Ame cada Petro leum Corp. Gre en River no. 2

Jul-49

5,896

Parado x Fm. (Pennsylvanian)

None

1117

F era uson Oil Co . no . 1-14 U-te x

Nov-71

6,730

Leadv ille Ls. (MississiPPian\

Gauoed 1.27 MMcf rate from Paradox Fm . 5860-6108; died
Gauged 3 mcfgpd rate in Honaker Trail Fm.; other minor

1118

Mounta in Fuel SuPPIY Co. Skvline OU Co. no 1-25

Mar-73

9,508

MorrisonFm. (Jurassic)

aas showsin same

1119

British-Ameri
can PetroleumCo. no. 3

Mar-OS

1120

Pac ific-W estern Oil Co . no1 Sharo State

Sep-49

5,046

1121

Delany Petrol eum Cor o. no . 1

Oct-49

980

1122

Supe rior Oil Co. no. 22-34 Salt Wash Unit

Nov-49

10,293

1123

British -American Petro leum Co . Lev i no. 2

Dec-49

1,500

Bonus #1

Meo adon ENT Inc

Mar-82

9,110

Leadville Ls. (Mississiooian)

None

Pan America

Aor-61

9,523

Lvnch Dolomite (Cambrian\

Gas cao encroachina water

425

Paradox Fm. (Pennsylvanian)

None. Well drilled to intersect surface showino downdiP

Jurassic

None

Leadville Ls. (Mississippian)

None

Leadville Ls. (Mississippian'

Minor oas show in Honake r Tra il Fm.
Ncne

Pan America
111

.......
\0

Table 2 Recorded formation thicknesses found in the wells in the field area. The average thickness is seen on the bottom of the table.
These thicknesses are in meters. Formation names are abbreviated and the full names can be seen on Figure 7. Well numbers shown
on Table 1.
Well
number

I

Kem

Jmb

Js

Jctm

Jes

1

Jed

Jn

Jk

Jw

Trc

52

76

122

99

76

Trm

Pc

261
90

102

68

132
149

68

133

123

67

140

59

111

80

104

96

39

121

29

138

84

35

11

39

27

164

51

119

158
49

45
36
47

119
139

30
42

135
130
57

69
73

200

103

38

66

62

146

74

94

93
76
88

84
154
181

277
334
226

692

1343

314
478

759
991

77

150

281

430

1073

6
52

7

381

51

5

58

IPp

245

2
3
4

IPh

74
75

302
303

61

536

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
Bonus DrillHole 1
Pa n Am 1
Average
Thickness

24

24

90

508

53

75

93

58

141
130

13

137
151
158

45

57

112

51

121

51

125

188
340

228

1201

558

N
0
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Middle to Upper Jurassic
In addition to the observations I have made in the section, Lee Fairchild
(ExxonMobil, written comm., 2002) measured a detailed stratigraphic section of the
Summerville Formation, the Morrison Formation and the lower Mancos Shale along the
Little Grand Wash fault (Fig. 8).
The Summerville Formation represents fluvial deposition. Mudstone and
siltstone, and sporadic channel-point bar deposits are preserved as sandstone interbeds .
Coarsening upward channel deposits across floodplain and lacustrine mud are recorded
by the thicker cross-stratified sandstone beds near the top of the Summerville (Peterson,
1988). At the surface, the Summerville weathers out in laminated red slopes with the
contrasting sandstones of the Salt Wash cliffs above them. The average thickness of the
Summerville is 45 m (Table 2) and the change in thickness is 35 to 53 m (Fig.7).
The Jurassic Morrison Formation covers much of the Colorado Plateau and is
divided into up to seven members in eastern Colorado and locations in Utah (Peterson
and Turner-Peterson, 1989). Two of those members crop out in the field area: the lower
Salt Wash Member, and the upper Brushy Basin Member.
The Salt Wash Member is described as consisting of cliff-forming lenticular,
cross-bedded, channel-fill sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone interbedded with
reddish-brown to grayish and purple laminated mudstone (Doelling, 1975; Petersen and
Roylance, 1982; Peterson, 1988; O'Sullivan, 1992). In the field area, the Salt Wash
Member consists of 0.5- to 4-m-thick, white, cross-stratified sandstone beds divided by
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red and white mudstone and green siltstone layers less than 0.5 m thick. The mudstone
layers pinch out within 3 to 5 m. This member thins and thickens irregularly (40 to 90 m,
Fig. 7) and is sometimes difficult to separate from the other members exposed in the
field.
The Brushy Basin member represents changing environments, as the braided
streams of the Salt Wash were gradually replaced by migrating flu vial channel sandstone
and conglomerate and increasing floodplain and lacustrine mudstone (Johnson, 1988;
Peterson, 1988). Jolmson believes the fluvial systems changed from bed-load to mixedand susp ended-load channels when large amounts of volcanic ash covered the river's
headwaters in the western and southern highlands. The volcanic ash was reworked and
redeposited as floodplain mudstone more than 90 m thick.

Cretaceous
The younger Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation is divided into two members
in the field area- a basal unit named the Buckhorn Conglomerate and the upper shale.
The Buckhorn Conglomerate is discontinuously exposed and rests disconformably on the
Brushy Basin. It is comprised of gray, black, and tan chert, and quartzite pebbles and
cobbles (Trimble and Doelling, 1978). It has abundant petrified logs and branches that
are completely silicified. The shale member is similar to the Brushy Basin Member of
the Morrison Formation, but its colors are more faded (Trimble and Doelling, 1978).
The Cretaceous Mancos Shale has five members, but has previously been
separated in this area into three members; the Tununk and Ferron Members, and above
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them a thick indivisible unit mapped as upper Mancos Shale (Trimble and Doelling,
1978).
The Tununk is blue-gray marine shale with occasional thin sandy limestone beds.
Near the middle of the member, a conspicuous zone of sandy, fossiliferous, limestone
outcrops. The Ferron Sandstone Member is a thin unit of tan, fine-grained, thin-bedded ,
fossiliferous sandstone interbedded with gray shale. The contact between the Ferron and
upper Mancos is placed where the thin sandstones give way to the blue-gray marine
shales in the overlying unit (Trimble and Doelling, 1978). In this study , these three units
were noted in the field and were mapped as undivided Cretaceous Mancos Shale.

Little Grand Wash Fault

The Little Grand Wash fault zone is on the Colorado Plateau of southern Utah,
approximately 5 km south of Green River (Fig. 1). The fault is located on the northplunging part of the broad Cane Creek-Big Flat salt anticline (Campbell and Baer, 1978).
The Little Grand Wash fault is an arcuate, high-angle normal fault downthrown to the
south (Campbell and Baer, 1978). Campbell and Bear (1978) report a total displacement
of290 m near the Green River that is accommodated by two primary slip surfaces.
Previous studies disagree on the surface trace length of these slip surfaces and the surface
trace length of the entire fault. This work has better constrained these lengths.
Active and inactive carbonate spring deposits are localized along a 2.4-kmlong section at the center of the fault (Baer and Rigby, 1978; Campbell and Baer, 1978;
Doelling , 1994). An active CO 2 charged geyser erupted from an abandoned exploration
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well (Glen Ruby et al. no 1-X well drilled in 1935) approximately every 4 to 6 hours in
the 1940's to 1960's (Baer and Rigby, 1978), but the eruptions are every 11 to 14 hours
today (Fig. 9). An oil seep has been previously mapped east of the geyser (McKnight,
1940), and surface oil seepage, approximately in the same area, was also reported by
Hager (1956). This seep is still observed today. The mineral deposits, oil seep, and
geyser are near a zone where the fault consists of two major fault strands . The strands
merge together to the east and to the west (McKnight, 1940) , but surface separation and
the length of the two strands are poorly understood.

The mapping in this study helps to

better understand the architecture of the faults.

Salt Wash Fault

The Salt Wash fault system is 15 km south of the Little Grand Wash fault in the
Colorado Plateau of southern Utah (Fig. 1). The Salt Wash faults also cut the northplunging part of the broad Cane Creek-Big Flat salt anticline (Campbell and Baer , 1978).
The system forms a graben and has a straight N 70° W trace with an average width of 731
m (McKnight, 1940). Two primary, parallel normal faults define the northern and
southern boundaries of the Salt Wash Graben. The maximum displacements have been
estimated to be approximately 320 m on the north fault and 244 m on the south fault
(McKnight, 1940). From the Green River in the west to the Ten Mile Graben in the east,
the surface trace length was reported by McKnight (1940) to be approximately 16 km,
but this study shows an approximate length of 23 km.
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Figure 9 The Crystal Geyser (Glen Rub) et al. 1u 1-.'\ \\CII drilled 11119YiJ. d) \n
eruption from the Crystal Geyser in 1000 (ca..,111g
'>ho" n i'> I .:'i m;. h) Pa'>l eruption lrurn
the Crystal Geyser. Date of photo uncertain: ( po..,..,ihl~la Ken 19:'i()'-,-196()'-,J Photo
obtained by D. Martindale. The L'T\1 coord1n,1lC'>di\: nurthlflg :'i7-i00 I . ca..,ting -+.'o
I 00~ 7

As v\ith the Little Grand Wash fault. l&gL· ,1Ll1,c -,prlllg'> and rnaL·t1,c L·alcnc
deposits are found here, near the center of the nurth '>trand

urthe grahen.

Lncapped.

abandoned boreholes allow water to flow free I) to the surface, releasing CO2 gas and
depositing calcite.

The Ten Mile CO 2-c harged gc) ::-iererupts from an abandoned

exploration well (Fig. 10).
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METHOD OF STUDY

Previous mapping of this field area was conducted by Mc.Knight (1940) at
1:62,500 and Doelling (2001) 1: 100,000. Although the scale of this mapping was useful
and greatly appreciated, it is not adequate for the objectives of this study. With the aid of
this mapping and the use of formation descriptions previously described (Trimble and
Doelling, 1978), detailed mapping in various locations was conducted in this study.
Geological mapping at scales of 1:6,000 and 1:24,000 was done on Mylar topographic
maps. In addition, a fly-over, at an altitude of approximately 200 m above the surface,
was used to constrain areas of leakage and to take oblique air photos. Air photos, oblique
air photos and orthoquads with were used as base maps. These photos were used to
determine specific locations in the field area that would yield the best results for the
objectives of this study . This fly-over revealed well-exposed fault regions, the locations
of tu fa/travertine and veins, spring locations , and zones of bleaching.
The geology of these locations was mapped in the field along with detailed
outcrop- scale descriptions. Descriptions of the fault zone characteristics included the
following: orientations, dips, and slickenlines of the major fault strands; fracture density
at and near the fault zones; the presence of clay gouge, mineralization, bleached zones,
rocks cut by the fault, and altered bedding orientation. Carbonate deposits in the area
were studied and are briefly described in this thesis. Further description of these deposits
can be found in Dockrill et al. (in review). Springs associated with the deposits were
located and the geologic setting described. Heath (2004) sampled and studied these
spring waters to determine their origin.
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the use of previous formation descriptions (Trimble and Doelling, 1978). Formation
thicknesses were determined by compiling available well log data for wells drilled in the
field area (Table 1). Formations found in the area and the thicknesses of these formations
were used for a lithologic column of the area.
Using the maps, formation types, and lithology column, cross sections for the
Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash fault were compiled. A conceptual block
diagram of a complex step-over zone from the Salt Wash Graben to the Ten Mile Graben
was also constructed. Utilizing the lithology and the cross-sectional data , and mappin g, a
3-D flow model was generated to detennine the general geometry of the water, gas,
and/or oil reservoirs that underlie the area.
A handheld GPS unit was used to record geologic data digitally. As the faults
were mapped, orientation data on the faults and their associated calcite deposits were
recorded. Digital mapping of this type confirmed fault orientations for the Little Grand
Wash fault, the Salt Wash fault and the step-over zone in the Ten Mile Graben. The GPS
data also confirmed sample locations, springs, wells, and access roads, strike and dip data
in the study area, and vein orientations and locations.
Digital Elevation Models (DEM's) for this study were downloaded from the Utah
Automated Geographic Reference Center database (Utah AGRC, 2002). These were
reclassified into UNIX-compatible files. After conversion, they were copied into a
directory and imported to Arc View as grid data sources. Orthoquads were downloaded
from the AGRC and added to Arc View as image data sources . GPS fault and geology
data collected in the field were downloaded in Pathfinder and then differentially
corrected. Any discrepancies in the data sets were then addressed and corrected. These
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data were converted into shape files with attribute tables. Shape files with similar
attribute tables were combined and then exported as DBF files. These files can be opened
in Excel and imported into Stereo Win. These shape files, with associated attribute tables,
provide an excellent digital database to store information that aids in the interpretation
and analysis of the Little Grand Wash fault, the Salt Wash fault and the Ten Mile Graben.

Seismic Data

ExxonMobil (P. Vrolijk, written comm., 2001, 2002) conducted a detailed twoand three-dimensional seismic survey across the Little Grand Wash fault in order to test
seismic reflection methods that might yield detailed informat ion regarding the thickness
and nature of the fault zone, including tests for identifying fluid pathways. Data provided
for this study included figures that summarized their 2D and 3D surveys and processed
data; no data were processed for this study. The study consisted of a vert ical seismic
profil e (VSP) conducted in one borehole, a high-resolution 2D reflection line to test their
acquisition parameters, and a 3D survey that was designed from the VSP model and ray
tracing . The examined area is in the eastern part of the region mapped, and consisted of
an area -2 00 m long as measured in a line bearing 020°, and - 240 m measured at - 290°.
Fifteen lines of data were acquired along the north-south trend, and the northern edge of
the data lies - ·5 m south of the surface trace of the fault. A sledge hammer was used for
the seismic source.
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Geochronology

Geochronology of faults was examined with two methods. The first method was
again provided for this study by ExxonMobil. Direct dating of the clay in the fault gouge
was done with

40

Ar/ 39Ar methods outlined in van der Pluijm et al. (2001 ), Pevear et al.

(1998) and Dong et al. (1995). This technique reduces the problems of Argon recoil and
contamination by analyzing different clay-size grains separated in encapsulated sample
holders (van der Pluijm et al., 2001). Quantitative x-ray diffraction of the clay-grain size
populations is performed, and a ratio of authigenic and detrital clays is determined for
each size fraction. Each grain size fraction is then analyzed, and combined with the
percentage of detrital clay in each fraction. The end-member ages (all authigenic and all
detrital) are thus constrained. The data presented here were provided by Exxon Mobil.
The second method used to date the faults is uranium series dating. This method
is based on the fact that in U-bearing water, no thorium is transported , and thus during
deposition , carbonates will contain
234

U , w h.1ch a 1so d ecays to

The build up of
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Th /234U values, which can then be used to

estimate ages if the carbonates are less than 250,000-300,000 years old. As of this
writing, samples are still being analyzed by E. Dixon (Los Alamos National Lab). These
methods help constrain the history of faulting during basin evolution (40 Ar/ 39Ar) and the
timing of travertine and tufa deposition

(230 Th ;234U).

Using the previous mapping (McKnight, 1940; Doelling, 2001) and the detailed
mapping of this study, the areas of fault zone leakage can be studied to help answer the
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the past. In addition, it can help determine what is leaking. Seismic and well log
subsurface data can assist in answering these questions and help constrain where the
fluids are coming from. This type of data analysis can also tease out the subsurface fault
architecture and geometry of the aquifers cut by the faults . These data, coupled with
geochronological data , can determine the rate at which the leakage is occurring.
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RESULTS

Lithology

Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, and some Cretaceous formations are cut by the faults.
They are comprised of mudstone and siltstone, lenticular cross-bedded channel-fill
sandstone , and conglomeratic sandstone interbedded with reddish-brown to grayish and
purple laminated mudstone (Fig. 7) (Doelling, 1975; Petersen and Roylance , 1982;
Peterson , 1988; O' Sullivan, 1992). The thickness of the units in the field area, (seen in
Fig. 7) was detcnnined in this study by compiling all the available well logs that were
drilled throughout the region (Table l); their locations can be seen on Figure 11 and in
Tabl e l. There are inconsistencies in thickness of up to 110 m compared to the results of
Trimble and Doellings (1978) west of the field area (Table 2). These can be seen in the
stratigraphic column of the area (Fig . 7).

Regional Structures

Mapping at 1:24,000 is compiled in Figure 12. Mapping at 1:6,000 was
completed in speci fie areas of the study area and will be discussed later in this thesis.
This study confirms the following: 1) the 1:24,000 map-scale structures show that the
Little Grand Wash fault is an arcuate normal fault; 2) the Salt Wash fault system forms a
graben; its east end steps to the north and continues in the same orientation, becoming the
fault system of the Ten Mile graben, which fault may be linked to the Moab fault farther
southeast of the field area (Fig. 12); 3) the Cane Creek Anticline is cut by the Little
Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash fault system.
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Little Grand Wash Fault

Structures related to the Little Grand Wash fault
The Little Grand Wash fault has a clear surface expression of 24 km in the field
area (Fig. 12). The fault strikes 108° in the west section, 075° in the east section, and
091° near the center. The dip along the major fault strand varies from 78° to 88° S (Fig.
13). This indicates that the Little Grand Wash fault is an arcuate, south-dipping normal
fault. Well logs show this steeply-dipping normal fault displaces Pennsylvanian rocks
that are at least l km deep and has a maximum vertical separation of 260 m. Air photos,
oblique air photos, and field investigations showed that the central region of the fault,
near the Crystal Geyser (Glen Ruby et al. no 1-X well drilled in 1935), is an excellent
area to do detailed mapping at 1:6,000 (Fig. 14) and outcrop-scale analysis. It is in this
central region that this study concentrates its efforts along the Little Grand Wash fault.
The slip is accommodated along several slip surfaces in many locations along the
fault. Most of these surfaces account for small amounts of slip. The majority of the slip
is accommodated along one fault that bifurcates into two major slip surfaces in at least
three locations. Two of these areas offset the Jurassic Morrison members along the north
fault, and the Jurassic Morrison Brushy Basin Member against the Cretaceous Mancos
Shale along the south fault, and will be discussed in more detail in this section. The third
area offsets the Jurassic Morrison and the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone along the north
fault, and offsets the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone against the Cretaceous Mancos Shale
along the south fault (Fig. 14).
In this central region of the Little Grand Wash fault, a variety oflocations with
fault-related structures are present; including rotated bedding ; localized small-scale
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folding, small-displacement synthetic faults, fractures, and calcite deposits (Fig. 15).
Two of the best-exposed locations will be described in this section. It is also important to
note rotated bedding is seen almost everywhere the faults are exposed . This rotation can
be substantial near both major fault strands and some subsidiary faults (Fig. 15 a). The
dip of the beds decreases farther away from the fault trace. This rotation is illustrated in
the Figure 15 and will be discussed later.

Little Grand Wash outcrop location one

In the eastern section of the central region of the Little Grand Wash fault, there
are at least five slip surfaces expressed in the Salt Wash Member of the Jurassic Morrison
Formation seen on Figure 14. These surfaces have small offsets (2 cm to 1.3 m), dip
steeply to the south , and appear to be subsidiary faults associated with the two major fault
strands in this section. At this location, the majority of the stratigraphic separation on the
Little Grand Wash fault is accomodated by these two major sub-parallel strands (Fig 16).
The north fault strand juxtaposes the Jurassic Morrison Salt Wash Member in the
footwall against the Morrison Brushy Basin Member in the hanging wall. The Salt Wash
cliff-forming sandstone resists weathering, and the interbedded mudstone underlying it is
cut by the north fault (Fig. 17 a and c). Along the south fault, the Brushy Basin Member
is juxtaposed against the Cretaceous Tununk Member of the Mancos Shale. The
laminated mudstones of the Salt Wash Member and the shales of the Brushy Basin and
Mancos cut by the faults are extremely weathered and poorly exposed. Trenching, done
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by ExxonMobil and cleared by this study, exposes a 2-m to 10-m-wide damage zone with
a fault core that consists of fractured, extremely altered, poorly consolidated host rock.
What appear to be slivers of members of the Morrison Formation have been dragged into
the fault zone (Fig. 17 band c). Interbedded sections of washed out, bleached sandstone
(possibly the Salt Wash) are mixed with a clay-rich, purple-black, 5-cm to 20-cm-thick,

a

foliated fault gouge that forms clay smear structures with a scaly shear fabric in zone 10
to 15 cm thick (Fig. 17). Further detailed transects of the clay-rich fault core have been
done by Dockrill et al. (in review.).
At this same location, ExxonMobil personnel (P. Vrojlijk, written comm ., 2001,
2002) conducted a detailed two- and three-dimensional seismic survey across the Little
Grand Wash fault in order to test seismic reflection methods that might yield detailed
information regarding the thickness and nature of the fault zone, including tests for
identifying fluid pathways . The location of the survey can be seen on Figures 14 and 16.
A 2D trace of the data that has been processed and depth-migrated (Fig. 18) shows the
near-surface structure of the hanging wall of the fault (P. Vrolijk, written comm ., 2001,
2002). Formation tops picked in this study (Fig. 8) suggest prominent reflectors in the
upper 70 m of the record are probably continuous beds within the Mancos Shale, and
possibly the top of the Morrison Formation. Correlating the seismic data with the well
data (Fig . 7; Fig. 8) suggests that reflectors at 200 to 210 m are in the base of the
Morrison.
The fault at depth appears to be consistent with the surface expression mapped in
this study and has two primary slip surfaces. This is shown in a 3D survey that was

a)
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Figure 17 Trench site area (see Figure 16) ol the Little Grand Wash i'ault. a). 'orth
viewing photograph showing the trench site ,Kross the Little Grand Wash fau lt ddmage
zone. b) Sub-parallel fault gouge and bleach ed sandstone that has been dragged into the
fault zone. c) Canoon showing in cross section: l) suhsidiar) i'aults c1ssociated "1th the
two major fault strands, and 2) shallow beds ol the \loJTison steep!) dirping near the
major fault zone and in the fault damage zonL bct\\l.'.Cnboth fc1ulh.
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designed from combining a vertical seismic prni"ilc (\"SP) rnnductcd in one horchulc and
a high-resolution 20 reflect ion to create a VS P muJc I and ra: tracing ( Fig. 18).

Little Grand Wash outcrop location two
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Figure 18 A detailed two- and three-dimensional seismic surve) across the Little Grand
Wash fault. The base of the Morrison is sho\\ n a~ horizon A. a) Vie\, or the Little
Grand Wash fault looking west. h) ViC\\ or the Little Grand Wash !aull looking
northwest. Gridding artifacts result in uncertain fault interpretation due to puu1 qualit)
and lack of reflectors deeper in the section. L) \ IL'\\ ul the Little Gr;1nd \\ :1..,h!~1u!t
looking northeast.

Monison Formation are very difficult to separate throughout the trace

orthe fault. 1n this

section of the fault. The Jurassic Curtis Form ation. Sumrnen illc Formation and
Monison Salt Wash and Brushy Basin Members arc co\'ered 111man) locat1ons b) a thin
veneer of sandstone float from the Jurassic Morrison Salt Wash Member and the
Cretaceous Dakota, and Cedar Mountain Formations (Fig. 19). Some

orthe larger

b)

Figure 18 Co ntinued .

sandstone outcrop s. possibly discont111uous11 c1 L'il;1nncJ-,111th,: Sc1lt\Vasi ctppcar to he
insitu. though highly altered by fractures and 1n man:-,ca , cs hlcaL·hed from fluid
migration.
In some location s. these fractures
v

L',111he

seen in the cla\-rn.:h
fornMt1on ds
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well. The fractures increase in den sity the clu-.,cr the) arc to a major fault ">!rand. !'hi"
pattern will be di cussed later. The no11hern fault ">!randL'Ul"> gent!) nurth-d1pprng bed">
of the Jurassic Morrison Formation. ~md near its center. the Summen ille f-ormation is 111
the footwall and juxtaposed aga111stthe Bru sh) Basin Member. The Brush) Bc1sincla 1s
are juxtaposed against the Cretaceous Tunu n1' \:km her ol the \1anco">Shale along the
same section of the south fault (Fig. 19).
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Figure 18 Continued .

Unfortunately , the south majo r fault '>t1:1ndL'Llb the Jur:1',s1c Brush; Basin
Member and rhe Cretaceous Manc os Shale h r111at1onand ha-.,pnur outcrop c,prc-.,\1011.
This remains the case towards the eastern sect ion

orthe fault. and the fault 1<-;CO\crcd b)

Quaternary deposits in the immediat e west. l !o,,e\e r. the no rth fault stra nd cuh rod"
that are well expo sed , and a large calcite dep o'>it caps the fau lted Summen ill' Formation
(Fig. 20 a). This location is o utlined with a box 111Figure 19.
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At this outcrop, the fault zone contains at least one subsidiary fault and more than
100 fractures (Fig. 20), which is similar to what is expressed at many locations along the
fault. The fractures decrease in density farther away from the faults (Fig. 20 b ). Some of
these fractures in specific areas along the faults have experienced fluid migration-as
evidenced by the presence of calcite mineralization and bleached zones from millimeters
to 30 cm. This is evidence of past fluid migration directly associated with the fault zone.
Calcite mineralization fills these fractures and is also deposited in a variety of other bed
forms that will be briefly discussed later.
In between the north and south fault strands, near the line of cross section A to A'
line illustrated in map view on Figure 14, there are more than 10 subsidiary slip surfaces
too small to be mapped at this map scale. This section is outlined with a box in Figure
19. These small-displacement antithetic faults cut gently north-dipping Morrison clays
and have a strike of 091 ° to 095° and a dip of 84° to 89° N (Fig. 21 ). Slicken lines
measured on these faults indicate mostly oblique left-lateral dip-slip movement (48°
rake) . They crosscut fractures with a strike of 087° and dip 10° S, with offsets of
approximately 10 to 20 cm . Similar to what is seen in the Salt Wash Member in the
eastern section previously discussed, these smaller faults are likely related to the larger
structures in this region.
With the use of this 1:6,000 mapping (Fig. 14), outcrop scale analysis, and well
log compilation, a cross section of the Little Grand Wash fault was compiled (Fig. 22).
The gently north-dipping Morrison Formation is cut by the north strand of the Little
Grand Wash fault, as illustrated on the cross section. The poorly exposed south fault
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strand cuts the Morrison Formation and has the Cretaceous Mancos Shale in the hanging
wall.
The stratigraphic separation across the north strand is 60 m, whereas the south
strand has a separation of 200 m (Fig. 22). Varying degrees of rotated bedding directly
associated with faulting was noted at all outcrop locations studied. This altered bedding
is illustrated on the two fault strands of the cross section. The faults dip steeply at the
surface (91 ° S from Figure 13) and change dip at depth. Abandoned wells to the south of
the fault (Amerada Hess, Green River no. 1, and Amerada Hess, Green River no. 2,
drilled in 1949) (Table 1) indicate that the fault dip changes to 41 ° at a depth of 800 m
and reaches a depth of at least 970 m. This change in dip is based on the assumption that
the faults seen in the wells at depth are indeed the same faults seen at the surface. This
sugg ests that the Little Grand Wash fault is a listric fault system and therefore, in order to
reconstruct this cross section, the fault is likely to have antithetic or synthetic faults
and/or fault-induced rollover in the hanging wall. It is possible that the faults seen in the
Amerada Hess Green River no. I and no. 2 wells are antithetic or synthetic faults (there
are no dip data avai lable in the well database). It is very difficult to discern if the
mechanisms of fault rollover and/or antithetic or synthetic faults are not present or not
seen in the highly weathered Mancos Shale. Therefore, for the purposes of this cross
section, fault rollover was selected and is illustrated (Fig. 22). This style of fault
geometry is commonly associated with listric faults (Ramsay and Huber, 1987). This
interpretation also fits geometric models of listric normal faults and rollover folds (Dula,
1991). It also should be noted that the Paradox Formation is encountered at different
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depths in wells no. l and no. 2. If these well depths are correct, this suggests salt
movement at depth. This is consistent with other areas throughout the Paradox Basin.

Evidence for fault leakage
The Little Grand Wash fault clearly affects present-day gas, water, and oil flow.
Carbonate springs, an oil seep and oil stained rocks, an active CO 2-charged geyser, and
actively forming travertine deposits are localized along the Little Grand Wash fault zone
(Fig. 23). Field mapping and oblique air photos show that present-day leakage areas are
constrained to the same section of the fault previously discussed (Fig. 14). In this region
of th e fault, near the Crystal Geyser (Glen Ruby et al. no 1-X well drilled in 1935), there
are many indications of leakage. The Crystal Geyser has been unnaturally leaking water
and CO 2 gas since it was drilled in 1935; and in this same area, reports as early as 1912
have noted the leakage of oil, gas, and water.
Previous work (Baer and Rigby, 1978 ; Campbell and Baer, 1978; Doelling,
1994), well logs, and field work support that the Glen Ruby well was drilled through
preexisting, 21.5-m-thick calcite deposits (Fig. 14). Since it was drilled in 1935, bright
orange-stained calcite has been deposited from periodic ( 11- to 15-hour) 20-m to 30-mhigh eruptions (Fig. 9 and 23 c). This geyser has maintained its eruptions regardless of
damage done to the well. The borehole has been dynamited, attempts at cementing it
have been conducted, and railroad ties have been dumped into its 24-in. casing (D.
Matindale, oral comm ., 2003). A 1.5-m-high steel pipe was added to the top of the well
casing in 2001. A small bubbling carbonate spring exists 10-m northeast of the geyser
(Fig. 23 a) . This spring increases and decreases discharge in correspondence with the
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hydrologic system as the geyser.
Two km east of Cry ta! Ge 1 er. there an: CO:-ga. '>Cep-.,.
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spring (Fig. 14: Fig. 23 band d). Gas seeps audibl) rrom the ground in a\\ ash
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Figure 23 Photos of present-day leakage of the Lit tie Grand Wash fault. aJ Spring
located 10 m northeast of the Crystal Geyser. h) Spring located along the fault·-.,trace
about 2 km east of the Crystal Geyser . c) The Cr) tal Geyser and active tufa depo">its.
d) An oil seep and oil stained rocks located .2..2 1'm ea'it ol the CI')'>tal Gi..:yser.
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sporadically from upstream of this location, leaving salty deposits and wet sand in the
base of the wash. Farther to the east, an oil seep lies on the fault strand. A shallow pit
contains fresh oil, indicating that there is active flow of hydrocarbons to the surface. The
host rock close to this seep contains patches of oil staining. The geochemical fingerprint
of this oil suggests that it was sourced in the lower Permian (Lillis et al., 2003).
Throughout the central region of the Little Grand Wash fault, there are a number
of calcite deposits (Fig. 14) that indicate leakage has occurred in the past. These terraces
will be briefly discussed in the calcite description section of this paper.

Salt Wash Fault

Fault characteristics
The Salt Wash fault offset is primarily accommodated by a set of normal faults
cutting the shallow north-plunging Caine Creek Anticline . Two sub-parallel normal
faults with opposing steep dips form a graben over 23 km long (Fig 12). These major
fau lts maintain an average orientation of 289 .5° (Fig . 24), and at the surface, they
displace Jurassic and Cretaceous sandstones, siltstones, and clays (Fig 25). The total
maximum stratigraphic separation across this fault system, from east to west, is only
about 50 m, but the down-dropped graben has stratigraphic separation across the north
fault of about 300 m and across the south fault of about 250 m.

Structures related to the Salt Wash fault
Surface data show the dip of the north fault is 78° Sand the dip of the south fault
is 87° N (Fig. 24). Similar to the Little Grand Wash fault, the central region of the Salt
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analysis and detailed mapping at l :6.000 (Fig 25). The Cedar \fountain Formation in
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Cedar Mountain Formation against the Morr1-.,onFormation.
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Similar to the Little Grand Wash fault, in this region of the Salt Wash fault, faultrelated structures, including rotated bedding, localized small-scale folding, smalldisplacement synthetic faults, fractures, and calcite deposits, are present at a variety of
locations. The best-exposed locations will be described in this section. It is noted that
rotated bedding continues to be seen almost everywhere the faults are exposed (Fig. 26

c).
In the southeastern section, east of ToITey Spring (shown on Fig. 25), a subsidiary
fault cuts the Jurassic Curtis Formation and has a very well exposed, 6.5-m-wide fault
core (Fig. 26 a). Adjacent to the fault zone in the footwall, a variety of structures are
present, including localized small-scale folding, small -displacement faults, fractures,
rotated bedding, carbonate deposits, and bleaching.
In the footwall, shallow 3°-NE to 6°-NE-dipping beds of the Curtis Formation
have been highly deformed by rotation, folding and small-displacement faults (Fig. 26 a).
Near the fault core, in the hanging wall, the flat-lying Curtis beds have been rotated
nearly vertical, sub-parallel to the fault plane. Clay-rich fault gouge can be seen in many
places along the fault, and forms complex clay smear structures with a scaly shear fabric
1 to 6 cm thick. Farther up section in the hanging wall, poorly conso lidated carbonate
deposits are truncated by another clay-rich fault gouge slip surface. At least five 1-cm to
18- cm-thick calcite veins are separated by thinner 1-cm to 8-cm clay-rich layers. These
layers are cut by at least nineteen I-cm-thick perpendicular calcite veins. The red-stained
Curtis Formation is bleached to a light tan to pale white along fractures 1 m farther south
of the fault zone (Fig. 26 a).
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About 200 m northwest of this location, along the fault trace, an outcrop shows
substantial mineral rotation (Fig. 26 b). The rimstone texture of this deposit is seen in
many locations in the field area. It consists of stacked sub-horizontal layers. These
initially sub-horizontal layers appear to have been rotated by the fault at this location
(Fig. 26 b).
There are numerous fault-related fractures seen in outcrops near the Salt Wash
fault zones. Some of these fractures extend for long distances from the fault zone, are
steeply dipping, and are at high angles to the faults. They are well exposed in the upper
portion of the Entrada Sandstone in the footwall of the north strand of the Salt Wash
Graben. It is noted that these fractures are located near the axis of the Caine Creek
Anticline and have a similar trend (Fig. 25). In a number of places along the fault zone,
the red-stained Entrada Formation is bleached to a light tan to pale white along fractures
emanating from the fault zone. Chan et al. (2001) suggest that such bleaching is the
result of the movement of a reducing fluid, such as might be associated with
hydrocarbons, through the system.
A cross section of the Salt Wash Graben was complied with the use of 1:6,000
mapping, outcrop-scale analysis, and the well log data in Table 2 (Fig . 27). There are
few wells near the Salt Wash Graben, and unfortunately even fewer of these wells have
documented drilling records . This makes the depth that these faults extend to uncertain,
but they may sole into the Paradox salt sequence, and could be related to the salt tectonics
in the region. In order to constrain a cross section, well logs of the entire field area were
compiled and the average thickness of subsurface formations was used (Table 2).
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s

c)

Figure 26 Structures seen in the Salt Wash fault /One area. a) Looking to the east at a
subsidiary fault with small-scale folded beds in the damage zone and bleached ho st rock.
b) Looking to the east at rotated calcite mineralilations associated\\, ith the fault. c)
Looking to the east at rotated beds associated\.\ ith the north Salt Wash fault damage
zone.
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In the center of the graben, the north fault juxtaposes the Jurassic upper Entrada
Sandstone in the footwall of the faults against the Cretaceous Cedar Mountain Formation
(Fig. 27). Stratigraphic separation along this fault is 300 rn. The Cedar Mountain
Formation in the hanging wall of this fault is folded and forms a shallow syncline with a
northwest trend. The north limb dips 8° S and the south limb dips 10° N (Fig . 27). In
this center region, the stratigraphic separation of the Cedar Mountain Fonnation along the
southern fault occurred on two fault stands (Fig. 25 and 27). These faults offset the
Cedar Mountain Formation against the Morrison Formation. With the use of the bedding
contact between the Mani.son Salt Wash and Summerville Members, the total
stratigraphic separation along these two faults is estimated to be 250 m.
Varying degrees of rotated bedding, directly associated with faulting, were noted
at all studied outcrop locations . This altered bedding is illustrated on the fault strands of
the cross section (Fig. 27).

Evidence for fault leakage
The Salt Wash faults, similar to the Little Grand Wash fault, affect present-day
gas and water flow . Five carbonate springs, an active COrcharged geyser, and actively
forming travertine deposits are localized along this system (Fig. 25). Field mapping and
oblique air photos show that leakage areas are constrained to the center of the graben near
the north strand (Fig . 28). All but the Ten Mile Geyser arc in the footwall of this strand
(Fig . 28). At this location, the Entrada Sandstone in the footwall has been bleached .
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The active Ten Mile CO 2-charged geyser erupts from a 0.5-m-high well casing
near cross section B to B' (Fig. 25), seen on Figure 29 c. There are no well records of
this borehole and its depth is unknown. The water chemistry of the Ten Mile Geyser is
similar to the Crystal Geyser (Glen Ruby et al. no 1-X well) on the Little Grand Wash
fault (Heath, 2004), and there is poorly-developed, orange-stained calcite deposited from
these waters. The Ten Mile Geyser has erupted infrequently in the past , with 1-m to 1.5m- high eruptions. A similar mineral-charged spring is located in an open wash 120 m
north of the footwall of the north fault strand (Fig. 25). The (Pseudo-Ten Mile) spring
has been excavated and refilled during this study. Someone (unidentified by the author)
dug this once sma ll, bubbling pool (Fig. 28 and 29 b) into a pit about 2 m wide, 15 m
long and 1.5 m deep. Since then, the pool has been backfilled to a smaller pool similar to
the original.
About 2.5 km east of the geyser, a small, bubbling CO 2 -charged spring lies in the
Entrada Sandstone in the footwall of the north ern fault (Fig. 25). The spring (Torrey
Spring) appears to be at the location of the Delaney Petroleum Corp. no 1 drillhole drilled
in 1949, which had a total depth of 980 ft (299 m ). At this location, orange-stained
calcite is actively being deposited at the surface in a 15-m-diameter area (Fig. 29 d). This
mound has increased in size, during this four-year study. This increase was not realized
in time to take detailed measurements over time. The water now trickles over the mound
and cascades into a dry wash. This water precipitates calcite sub-vertically, forming
flowstone along its path .
One km to the northwest of the Ten Mile Geyser, in the footwall of the fault, there
is a series of small springs (Fig. 25). These springs flow continuously and are actively
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forming orange-stained travertine deposits (Fig . 29 a). The Three Sister Springs are in
close proximity to each other and are located in a topographically low wash, and may be
linked in the subsurface. Water can be found within 10 cm of the surface throughout the
region and a white saltpan crust borders this same area (Fig. 29 a).

Ten Mile Graben

Fault characteristics
The Ten Mile fault system is the eastern continuation of the Salt Wash fault
system. The Ten Mile fault system is a set of normal faults that form a graben over 9 km
long. Unlike the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben, this system does not
cut the Cane Creek Anticline (Fig 12). The two faults that bound the graben are subparallel and maintain an average orientation of 283° (Fig. 30). At the surface they
displace Jurassic and Cretaceous sandstones, siltstones , and clays (Fig 12).

Structures related to the Ten Mile Graben
The slip on this grab en is accommodated along two primary faults. The dip of the
north fault is 82° S and the dip of the south fault is 85° N (Fig. 30). These faults splay at
the west end of the graben and begin to step over to the Salt Wash fault (Fig. 31 ). In this
complex zone, the slip of the fault is distributed over at least seven faults. There are two
fault-bounded tilt blocks associated with these faults (Fig. 32). In general, the fault zones
are 0.5-m to 5-m wide, and consist of fractured host rock. Clay-rich fault gouge can be
seen in many places along the fault. A variety of structures is pres ent in the fault zones,
including small-displacement synthetic faults and fractures.
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Evidence for fault lea kage
Unlike the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Cirahcn. there arc no calcite
depos its. and no ne of the structures ~ccn suggest an) ty pc or past leakage in the .1rca
studied.
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tufa is divided into active deposits and ancient, inactive deposits as described by
(Dockrill et al., in review). The active deposits form around geysers and springs, and
many are the result of uncapped wells penetrating the reservoir. The ancient, inactive
deposits tend to be situated at higher elevations, capping buttes that are aligned along
both fault traces (Dockrill et al., in review) . Due to the poor preservation potential of
terrestrial tufa deposits , it has been suggested that all of the deposits are Pleistocene or
younger in age (Baer and Rigb y, 1978).

Geochrono logy

The faults cut the Mancos Shale, indicating that fault activity occurred at least up
to the middle Cretaceous. Calcite deposits along the fault trace must have been deposited
after this. In areas where calcite deposits are present , the host rock is magnificently
veined - in some cases obliterating primary sedimentary structures (Fig. 15 d) . Some of
these deposits cut though the fault zone and are also are cut by the fault (Fig. 15 e).
Samples of vein deposits can be used for uranium-series dating and have been taken from
the Little Grand Wash fault zo ne.
The faults cut a north-plunging anticline, which could be related to salt movement
in the Paradox Formation at depth (Fig. 22), and according to the well log data the faults
cut down at least to the Permian Cutler Formation (Fig. 22). The development of a basinwide system of salt anticlines initiated when the salt was loaded by the
Pennsylvanian/Permian elastics that shed off the Uncompagre uplift to the northeast.
Reactivation of the salt-related anticlines and faults occurred during Laramide (Eocene)
compression (Fig. 5).
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Direct dating of the clay in the fault gouge was done by ExxonMobil with
40

Ar! 39Ar methods outlined in van der Pluijm et al. (2001), Pevear et al. (1998) and Dung

et al. (2000). The uninterpreted

40

39

Ar / Ar results were provided by personnel at Exxon

Mobil Upstream Technology Company (P. Vrolijk, written comm. 2002). Three samples
were analyzed from shallow wells drilled by ExxonMobil within their seismic survey
area, and the results (Table 3; P. Vrolijk, written comm . 2002) constrain the Tertiary
history of the fault. The results presented here are for the model ages of the smallest and
largest grain fractions-interpreted

to be the end-member authigenic and detrital

components, respectively.
The smallest(< 2 µm) fractions yield ages of25.47 to 46.89 Ma, with mean ages
of36 to 41.42 Ma and median values of36.36 to 41.62 Ma. The detrital components
range in ages from 114 to 197 Ma. Detrital ages are consistent with clays that developed
in the middle Jurassic to early Cretaceous. The fault cuts rocks from-100 to 157 Ma at
the surface; older grains were likely transported into the sediments .
The authigenic components point to fine-grained clay development in the fault
zone between the middle Eocene to the end of the Miocene . During this time, the region
is interpreted to have been experiencing rapid uplift (Fig. 33). The middle Jurassic , upper
Jurassic, and Cretaceous rocks at the surface have been uplifted approximately 1.8 km
since the end of the Eocene . This uplift may have influenced fault movement in the
Colorado Plateau, along the Little Grand Wash fault, and in the Salt Wash and the Ten
Mile Grabens .
Fault activity from 25 to 42 Ma would correspond to Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks being as deep as 8,000 ft. at a temperature of 250° F (Fig. 33). This temperature is
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in the oil generation window. The uplift from the Oligocene to the present exhumed the
Little Grand Wash fault.
Rocks from the top of the Paleocene, interpreted by Heath (2004) to be the source
of CO 2 , have just recently reached a shallow enough level to allow CO 2 to change to the
gas phase.
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DISCUSSION

This field-based structural analysis of clay-rich fault zones can be used to help
constrain the geometry and properties of leaky subsurface aquifers, and CO 2 and oil
reservoirs. Data was collected over a variety of scales along the Little Grand Wash and
Salt Wash faults, and in the Ten Mile Graben, that may contribute to understanding why
faults can act as barriers or conduits to fluid flow as outlined by Caine et al. (1996).
Mapping at the scale of 1:24,000 (Fig . 12) shows the Little Grand Wash fault is
an arcuate south-dipping nonnal fault system comprised of two to eight strands. Most of
the slip occurred on two strands, and the internal fault structure at all scales is complex.
The Salt Wash and Ten Mile Grabens are bounded by two primary faults that bifurcate
into a complex step-over zone linking the two fault systems. Both the Little Grand Wash
fault and the Salt Wash Graben cut the Caine Creek Anticline and fail to constrain fluids,
but the Ten Mile Graben does not cut the Caine Creek Anticline, nor does it show any
evidence of leakage . Based on the results of the 1:6,000 mapping (Fig. 14 and 25), the
data suggest that all evidence of leakage is located along the northernmost traces of the
Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben at or near the fold axis of the Caine
Creek Anticline.

Structures in Leakage Areas
The data provided in this study include detailed outcrop mapping of fault damage
zones at and near areas of leakage. Unconsolidated clay-rich gouge in the fault core,
highly fractured fault zones, the presence of surficial mineralization and fracture-fill
mineralization, and thickness changes, both down dip and along strike of the rocks cut by
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the fault , are all seen in the fieid area. These data can aid in making interpretations of
these leaky subsurface reservoir-scale faults.

Sources of the Fluids

The Ten Mile Graben and the complex step-over zone to the Salt Wash Graben
are not included as locations of leakage , although in the complex step-over zone the slip
is distributed over at least seven faults (Fig. 31 and 32). In many places along these
faults and the faults that bound the Ten Mile Graben, clay-1ich fault gouge can be seen,
and a variety of structures are present in the fault zones. These structures include
fractures and small-displacement synthetic faults. Similar fault structures are seen along
the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben, except there is evidence of
leakage . In addition to the absence of fault zone leakage along the Ten Mile Graben, no
evidence of leakage was observed in this study south of the northernmost faults of the
Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben. This is also the case for all of the
abandoned, uncapped boreholes except the Ten Mile Geyser. No well log data for the
geyser are available for this study, but it likely encounters the north fault of the graben at
depth and ultimately soles out in the footwall of the fault.
Well logs near the Little Grand Wash fault used in Figure 22 show the source of
these fluids is as shallow as the middle Jurassic Navajo Sandstone (300 m) and as deep as
the upper Permian (800 m) (Fig. 34). These rocks provide a stacked aquifer system with
higher-porosity aeolian and fluvial sandstone aquifers, underlying lower -porosity
mudstone, siltstone and shale caps (Fig . 7).
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This evidence suggests that regional fluids migrate up-plunge along the Caine
Creek Anticline in the Jurassic Wingate and Navajo Sandstones, and that this regional
flow system is affected by the northernmost traces of Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt
Wash Graben (Fig. 34). Considering the mud-, silt-, and shale-rich nature of the cap
rocks (the Carmel and Kayenta formations), one might expect that the faults cutting these
aquifers would be poor conduits for flow . The highly fractured fault damage zones may
create higher hydraulic conductivity in the vertical (up-dip) direction of the faults (Fig.
35). Similar clay-rich faults have been reported as being barriers to lateral flow and
conduits for vertical flow (Perkins, 1961; Smith, 1966; Weber et al., 1978).
The hydraulic conductivity decreases near the surface when calcite begins to
precipitate out of solution, filling the fractures. The specific locations of these deposits
and other areas of leakage also may be influenced by the varying thicknesses of the
fomrntions throughout the field area. The damage zones of these faults appear to impede
lateral cross-fault flow, but act as baffles, allowing fluids to travel vertically to the
surface (Fig. 35) . Multiple slip surfaces, an increase in fracture density in the faults'
damage zones, and thickness variations in the formations cut by the fault may all affect
the sealing integrity of the faults.
Deeper fluids (oil and gas) and the shallower groundwater migrate up-plunge
from the northwest and are sealed from further migration by the northern faults of the
Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben. This may be a result of the clay
gouge seen in the field area, and may be similar to what is reported for other fault studies
(Aydin and Yehuda, 2002). The reduction of pore space through granulation in
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sandstones may also explain the lateral seal in areas where sandstones are juxtaposed in
the fault zones (Aydin and Yehuda, 2002).
The Permian or deeper source of CO 2 (Heath, 2004) is cut by the fault, which
migrates up-dip along the fault traces, allowing the CO 2 to mix with the shallower
groundwater system. Gas analysis can be found in Heath (2004) . These CO 2 - charged
waters then migrate up-dip to the surface. The Jurassic Wingate Sandstone and Navajo
Sandstone are good candidate aquifers (Heath, 2004; and this study).
This interpretation is consistent with the gas analysis of the CO 2 and the
geochem ical analysis of the waters of all springs and geysers in the area done by Heath
(2004). The oil seep found along the Little Grand Wash fault , seen on Figures 14, and
23 d, was sampled by Lillis et al. (2003), and the geochemical fingerprint of this oil
suggests that it was sourced in the lower Permian.

Geometry of the Aquifers

Regional geometry and timing
The rocks in the area of the Little Grand fault, Salt Wash Graben, and Ten Mile
Graben have been subjected to numerous tectonic loads. Repeated salt movement,
Tertiary intrusive igneous activity, bmial, and uplift occurred in the Cretaceous to early
Tertiary. The area is currently under NNE extension (Davatzes et al., 2003; Reinecker et
al., 2004) .
Early Tertiary conditions may have folded the rocks within the Colorado Plateau,
including the rocks in the field area, forming the Caine Creek Anticline. This implies the
Caine Creek Anticline presently is under NNE extension (Reinecker et al., 2004). Rapid
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if the carbonates are less than 250,000 to 300,000 years old. As of this writing, samples
are still being analyzed by E. Dixon (Los Alamos National Lab).

Aquifers
There are at least two candidate aquifers seen in the wells near the Little Grand
Wash fault that contribute to the overall flow system in and around these faults . They are
the Wingate Sandstone and Navajo Sandstone (Fig . 36). These two aquifers have been
folded into a shallow, north-plunging anticline with shallow-dipping limbs of varied
thickness both down-dip and along strike, and have been cut by south-dipping normal
faults. Damag e zones created by the faults allow water in these aquifers to migrate
vertica lly up-dip along the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben. These
aquifers are charged with CO 2 that has used this same damage zone conduit system to
migrate up-section from deeper formations.

Oil reservoirs
Oil shows have been limited to a few wells (Table 1) and there are minimal
surficial data available for the interpolation of the reservoirs containing oil. It is likely
that at least one of the oil sources is in the lower Permian (Lillis et al., 2003). These
formations have clay-carbonate lithologies and have been at an adequate depth and
temperature for a sufficient length of time (2,800 m and 100°+C for a time of 75 to 35
Ma) for oil generation (Fig. 33). It is probable that the damage zone pathways created by
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the faults have allowed the oil generated in the lower Permian to migrate up, breaching
the clay-rich possible cap rocks. This would allow the oil generated at depth to mix with
water in the shallower aquifers (Wingate and Navajo Sandstones) up section and
ultimately reach the surface (Fig. 36).

CO 2 reservoirs
Carbon dioxide has probably been generated by clay-carbonate reactions (Heath
2004). Formations containing siliceous-carbonate rocks are needed for these reactions.
The Moenkopi, Honaker Trail, and the Elephant Canyon Formations have all been deep
enough to experience temperatures ranging from 100° to 200°C (Fig. 33). These are the
temperatures needed to generate CO 2 (Heath, 2004). The CO 2 from these formations has
migrated up section, mixing with the waters of shallower aquifers (Fig. 37).
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CONCLUSIONS

This study clearly shows that clay-rich faults that cut subsurface fluid reservoirs
may act as conduits, barriers, or combined conduit-barrier systems that enhance or
impede fluid flow in differ ent flow directions. This study concludes that the damage
zones of the Little Grand Wash fault and the northern fault of the Salt Wash Graben do
impede lateral cross-fault flow, but act as baffles, allowing fluids to travel vertically to
the surface. It is probable that the damage zone pathways created by the faults have
allowe d the oil generated in the lower Permian reservoir and the Permi an or deeper CO2
reservoir to migrat e ve1iically, breachin g the clay-rich possible cap rocks. This migration
has occurred and is occurring in spite of, in some areas, 100+ m of mud, silt, and shale
cap rocks, and at the surface, the presence of mineralization in the damage zones.
This research has examined a natural laboratory that can be used to understand
CO 2 sequestration. Deep CO 2 reservoirs have contaminated shallower groundwater
aquifers near the Little Grand Wash fault and the Salt Wash Graben. It is clear that faults
of this nature can and do create fluid pathways, effectively breaching anticlinal
reservoirs. This occurs regardless of the presence of obstacles in these pathways at the
surface. In this study , there is sufficient evidence suggesting that cap-rocks faulted
candidate CO 2 sequestration reservoir, despite their sealing capabilities, may act as
combined conduit-barrier systems. Faults can effectively allow fluid flow even in clayrich fom1ations that are often considered to be cap rocks of these candidate sequestration
CO 2 reservoirs. This may negate these reservoirs' sealing integrity. The results of this
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study clearly show that much consideration and planning is essential when implementing
geologic storage of carbon dioxide in faulted, clay-rich reservoir.
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